
 

 

LOADING OF BULK LIMESTONE AT MUSANDAM ANCHORAGE 

 

 

 



 

NAVIGATION TO MUSANDAM ANCHORAGE 

 

The Bulk Carrier will approach the Musandam Peninsula while respecting the split navigation 

channels at the Strait of Hormuz. It will proceed to the anchor area near Khasab Port (See Chart 

below ) At the anchor position, the vessel can check regularly her position with the help of the light 

on the breakwater (navigational aid) of Musandam. To assist the bulk carrier, a 24 hours listening 

watch will be installed on VHF-channel 16 at Musandam Rock.The works are situated in front of 

the Musandam Rock Quarry at Aisha Bay. 

“Admiralty charts: 2888 and 3172. 

 Position: 26°15’09 N   & 56°17’51 E” 

The Bulk carrier will drop anchor approx. 1,5 nautical mile out of the shore line from the quarry . 

At the above mentioned location, the water depth is approximately 30m  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



NAVIGATIONAL ROUTE TO THE ANCHORAGE POSITION 

 

POSITION MARKED AT -30M IN FRONT OF AISHA BAY. 

 



 

PRE ARRIVAL MEETING & ARRANGEMENTS (SHIPPER & KR ) 

1. As Agents KR will arrange Coastal license for the vsl to enter Khasab anchorage. This is can 

be performed and completed only upon receiving all the vsl certificates from OWNERS and 

Export Permit from Shipper. Coastal License is mandatory law in Oman for any vsls calling 

Inland and/or NON ISPS Ports. The validity of the License will be only till the expiry date of 

any vsl certificates and/or validity of the Export Permit.  

2. KR will arrange the Pre arrival meeting with Shipper/Terminal Operations and Query Team at 

their site to u/stand loading arrangements and KR will also get reconfirmation (Orally) with 

Shipper for all the ministry’s and authorities approval for loading the shipment at anchorage.  

3. Shipper’s team will advise the safety measures to be followed by the vsl and the personals 

attending the loading ops at anchorage and will give complete loading outlook.  

4. Stevedores/crane operators will arrive before vsl arrival. Shipper has to provide their 

assistance in getting Visa for all the operators. 

5. Shipper has to provide their Loading Sequence format using their Barges .A rough total of 

Quantity in MT of material has to be presented on board of flat top barges to the Bulk 

Carrier. The Bulk Carrier will empty the barges and fills its holds consequently by means of 4 

nos of cargo clamshells. 

 

 

 

 



 

OPERATAIONS FLOW 
 

1. Draft Survey: Prior to the mooring of barges alongside the bulk carrier a draft survey will be 
performed by an Non dependent surveyor. Also after loading a draft survey will be executed. 
 

2. Mooring alongside: Mooring alongside the Bulk Carrier the barges will use as bowline a 
mooring line of the bulk carrier which is connected to a winch of the bulk carrier. The 
approaching speed of the barges towards the fenders is maximum 0,4 m/sec. The crew of the 
tug boats will act as mooring gang. 
 

3. Discharging barges: When the barge master and ship master double confirm the vessel and 
barges are all securely tied, then the loading starts. 4 sets of crane equipped with clamshell 
of the bulk carrier load the ship at both sides. 

� Due to the fact that the outreach of the crane is approx. 11 meters from ship side, wheel 
loader/excavator will be equipped on the barge to push cargo within the outreach limit, 
the ship master and barge master will communicate via VHF 13 (revere to 4.1) to 
coordinate the loading in order to balance the barge, meanwhile monitor the clamshell 
loading.  

� The loading plan and ballast plan of each Bulk carrier is the responsibility of the 
captain.  

� He will hand over these plans on arrival, or preferable earlier by email to the agent . The 
first barge will be moored alongside the Starboard side of the vessel towards the bow in 
order to be able to load hatch Number 1, 2, 3. 

� The second barge will be moored alongside Port side in order to load hatch 3, 4, 5. A 
cross section illustrates the stage 2 loading process.  

� The height difference between the crane on the bulk carrier and the cargo is about 12 
meters in ballasted situation so that we can maximize the loading capacity hence reduce 
the loading time in other hand, the bulk carrier will be more stable in ballasted 
conditions to defend wind and current attacking. After offloading the first two barges, 
tug Tetra III, will tow the “empty” barge to the Musandam Rock to reload cargo. 
Meanwhile other standby full loaded barges will approach the Bulk carrier in the same 
method; the same procedure in stage 2 is adopted. Follow this sequence to load the 
Bulk carrier till the desired draught. 
 
 



 

 
 

FENDERS PLACEMENT 

After the bulk carrier is in anchorage position, 2 lines of Hippo Foam floating fenders will be placed 

on both sides alongside the bulk carrier. The fenders are up front mounted alongside barges. After 

mooring the barges the fenders will be fixed to the bulk carrier. Then two flat top barges full loaded 

with cargo approach to the bulk carrier and securely anchored by heavy mooring wires through 

the fore/after head spring or back spring in the vessel. The follow drawing illustrated this stage. 

Two typical fender placing approach are frequently used for ship to ship berthing. Four pieces of 

large size (2,5 x 1,5) and three fenders small size (1 x 2,0 are usually floated as primary fenders to 

absorb energy at berthing. 

DRAWING ILLUSTRATING BULK CARRIER AT ANCHORAGE AND FLAT TOP BARGES 

 

 



 

 
HIPPO FOAM FENDERS ALONGSIDE BARGE 

 

 

 
 
           



 
 

Cross Section Showing The Vessel And Barge Position When Start Loading Cargo 

 
Cross Section Showing The Vessel And Barge Position When Vessel Is Full Loaded 
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GRAB & WHEEL LOADER OPERATIONS  
 

 

       
 
 

 
 



 

 

GRABS & SHIP GEAR OPERATIONS  

 

 
 
 



STAR BOARD SIDE LOADING                        PORT SIDE LOADING 

   
                                           
                                           BOTH SIDES LOADING 

 
 


